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A note on our data

This #KeepItOn report looks at incidents of internet shutdowns documented by Access Now and the #KeepItOn coalition in 2023. While we try to build a comprehensive database, our data relies on technical measurement as well as contextual information, such as news reports or personal accounts. The constraints of our methodology mean that there may be cases of internet shutdowns that have gone unreported, and numbers are likely to change if and when new information becomes available after publication. In 2023, we gained insight into shutdowns from previous years that were added to the dataset retrospectively, and documentation of these changes can be found here: https://accessnow.org/keepiton-data. All data below reflects the most up-to-date information as of publication.

Visit https://accessnow.org/keepiton-data-methodology for the latest information on our methodology, commonly asked questions, and ongoing work.
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I. Internet shutdowns in 2023: a global overview

Authors’ note

Year after year, since Access Now first began issuing our series of annual #KeepItOn reports,¹ we have been confronted with worsening conditions for internet shutdowns and human rights globally.² This report for 2023 is no exception, and many of the realities people faced this past year are not new, with the harms we have been documenting now for more than eight years repeating and intensifying. Even still, 2023 stands apart.

The gravity of our findings in this year’s report cannot be overstated and should be read as an urgent call to action for all stakeholders. Authorities have leveraged internet shutdowns as a blatant tool for enabling and exacerbating violence, war crimes, and other atrocities. Tens of thousands of lives have been taken — from Palestine to Myanmar, Sudan to Ukraine — by attackers using internet shutdowns to shield their actions from accountability. We cannot allow them to succeed.

While we discuss quantitative analysis around the number of shutdowns and how they are deployed around the world throughout the report, we must first center the individual people and communities who are impacted by them, and in particular those who have lost their lives or suffered unspeakable acts of violence while being cut off from the world.

We cannot treat these findings as the inevitable continuation of a worsening trend, but rather as a call to redouble our collective efforts to uphold human rights, particularly for the most vulnerable among us.

To the #KeepItOn community and the many frontline defenders who have made the research, documentation, and advocacy behind this report possible, we extend our gratitude and honor your efforts. This work is grueling and has taken a heavy toll on many in our community. Know that your tireless efforts are not in vain.


² An internet shutdown has been defined as “an intentional disruption of internet or electronic communications, rendering them inaccessible or effectively unusable, for a specific population or within a location, often to exert control over the flow of information.” An internet shutdown happens when someone — usually a government — intentionally disrupts the internet or mobile apps to control what people say or do. See Access Now (2016). No more internet shutdowns! Let’s #KeepItOn. https://www.accessnow.org/no-internet-shutdowns-lets-keepiton/
### Overview of 2023 data

**Documented internet shutdowns by year** *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total number of shutdowns</th>
<th>Total number of shutdowns, not including India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These numbers reflect the latest data available as of publication of this report and include updates to previously published totals for past years.

### Number of countries where shutdowns occurred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** India: 116  
Myanmar: 37  
Iran: 34  
Palestine: 16 **  
Ukraine: 8 **  
Pakistan: 7  
Iraq: 6  
Azerbaijan: 5  
Ethiopia: 4  
Senegal: 4  

** Shutdowns were imposed by external parties in Palestine and Ukraine.
## Shutdown trends in 2023

### 1. Shutdowns continue to shroud grave human rights abuses and violence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Shutdowns</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Human Rights Abuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iran, Jordan, Mauritania, Myanmar, Palestine, Russia, Somaliland, Sudan, Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***Grave human rights abuses include cases where there is evidence of violence, including murder, torture, rape, or apparent war crimes by governments, militaries, and police or security forces."

### 2. Authorities must refrain from normalizing platform blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grindr is the second-most blocked messaging platform outside of India after Facebook, impacting people in 12 countries and targeting LGBTQ+ spaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emerging trigger in 2023: **Natural disasters**

4 shutdowns in 4 countries during natural disasters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Shutdowns</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Worst offenders are entrenched and emboldened in the use of shutdowns

- **1,153 days** since Nov. 4, 2020
  - Tigray, Ethiopia

- **864 days** since Aug. 2021
  - Dozens of townships across Myanmar

- **694 days** since Feb. 2022
  - Panjgur, Pakistan

- **35 shutdowns** persisted from 2023 into 2024
  - People in 17 countries were subjected to a shutdown for the entire year in 2023

****Number of days as of Dec. 31, 2023

4. The geographic scope of shutdowns is broadening

In 2023, only **30.4%** of all shutdowns were on the smallest scale (only affecting one city, county, or village), whereas **46.8%** of all shutdowns were on this scale in 2022.

**80** shutdowns impacted multiple regions or entire countries, the highest number of such shutdowns recorded since 2016.

Since 2016

- **1,458** shutdowns around the world

New offenders in 2023

- **Kenya *******
  - First shutdown imposed by the government of Kenya; previous shutdowns in 2020 were imposed by a third party

- **Mozambique**

- **Nepal**

- **Suriname**

- **Lebanon**

- **Qatar**

- **United Arab Emirates**

**** 82 countries affected

334 #KeepItOn coalition members from 106 countries

Countries with multi-year platform blocks in place appearing in the STOP database for the first time
By nearly every measure, 2023 is the worst year of internet shutdowns ever recorded — highlighting an alarming and dangerous trend for human rights.

From Senegal to Ethiopia, Nepal to India, Israel to Russia, governments continued to shut down the internet and critical digital communication platforms to muzzle expression, block access to life-saving information, and cover up heinous crimes against humanity. Despite the increasing momentum gathering globally against the use of internet shutdowns and key examples of past offenders charting a new course, shutdowns are continuing to emerge as the go-to tool for both democratic and authoritarian regimes to suppress fundamental human rights.

In 2023, Access Now and the #KeepItOn coalition documented 283 shutdowns in 39 countries. These are staggering results, marking the highest number of shutdown incidents in a single year since we began our monitoring in 2016. This reflects an additional 82 shutdowns, or a 41% increase, from 2022, when we recorded 201 shutdowns in 40 countries. It is also a 28% increase from 2019, which was the previous record high with 221 shutdowns.

Governments, militaries, and other authorities doubled down on internet shutdowns as a weapon of control during critical national moments or crises in 2023. Protests, school exams, and elections all remained notable triggers, with 63 protest-related shutdowns nearly reaching the previous high of 65 cases from 2019. We are monitoring these cases closely in 2024, as protest activities continue to rebuild after the COVID-19 outbreak and emerge on new fronts, and elections are underway for nearly half the world’s population. Importantly, conflicts emerged for the first time as the leading driver of internet shutdowns in 2023, and shutdowns intersecting with natural disasters surfaced as a concerning new trend.

As people struggle without access to essential platforms and services amid conflict, humanitarian disasters, and other moments of upheaval, the impact of internet shutdowns is becoming more and more devastating and increasingly an issue of life and death. More militaries are using shutdowns as part of a deliberate strategy to cut populations off from the world, either as a precursor to atrocities and violence against civilians or as part of a continuous, systematic dismantling of civilian infrastructure. Likewise, the weaponization of internet shutdowns during active conflict has resulted in compounding humanitarian crises. In conflict zones and beyond, 2023 is the most violent year of shutdowns on record, with 173 shutdowns corresponding to acts of violence — a 26% increase from 2022. This trend has been increasing at an alarming rate year over year.

In 2023, people in four countries were impacted by shutdowns for the first time — a resurgence of the spread of internet shutdowns globally after an all-time low of two new offenders emerged in 2022. We are also seeing significant global shifts away from highly localized shutdowns toward disruptions impacting wider geographies, including the highest-ever number of multi-regional or nationwide blocks (80), leaving millions in the dark. Israel and Russia are also driving the growing number of internet shutdowns imposed from outside the impacted territory, wielded as a weapon of war or mechanism for disrupting the free flow of information, in Gaza and...

3 As we disclose in our note on data at the beginning of this report, in 2023 we added information on shutdowns that were not previously recorded in our data set, including platform blocks. Figures throughout this report represent our most up-to-date information at the time of publication.
Ukraine, respectively. Cable cuts impacting Taiwan's Matsu Islands suggest China may also be among this group. In addition, authorities continued to impose high numbers of platform blocks, cutting off entire countries from essential communications platforms as well as targeting specific vulnerable communities, as we've seen with the growing list of countries targeting LGBTQ+ people by blocking platforms like Grindr.

In 2023, we saw internet shutdowns impacting more people in more places more often, and a solidifying core of worst offenders wielded shutdowns with impunity. Despite the fact that these shutdowns flagrantly violate human rights enshrined in national, regional, and international frameworks, governments deliberately imposed shutdowns to advance their own political interests — harming people and communities and endangering lives. Authorities continued to give insufficient or ill-defined reasons for implementing shutdowns, such as national security concerns, public safety, or to prevent the spread of misinformation and hate speech, using disruptions either as a disproportionate and ineffective tool for addressing a problem or in obvious efforts to oppress, silence, and control. In the majority of cases, governments took no responsibility and offered no explanation.

Despite these troubling developments, there has been overwhelming support and solidarity from the international community in our fight against internet shutdowns, and we saw stakeholders around the world stepping up with unprecedented action in 2023 to #KeepItOn.

As part of our collective advocacy with coalition members and partners through the #KeepItOn Election Watch, we saw a record-high three countries with a history of shutdowns — the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Nigeria, and Sierra Leone — make and uphold public commitments to keep people connected during their 2023 election cycles.

**Common causes for internet shutdowns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National security</td>
<td>Oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public safety</td>
<td>Silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventing the spread of misinformation and hate speech</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2024, we welcomed similar commitments from authorities in Bangladesh to ensure people had access to open and secure internet during the general elections in February.

The Freedom Online Coalition (FOC) — a partnership of 39 governments — also published a landmark joint statement urging governments to stop imposing internet shutdowns during electoral periods in accordance with their international human rights law.

---


INTERNET SHUTDOWNS IN 2023

obligations, looking with particular concern to the unprecedented number of elections slated for 2024.¹⁵

For the first time, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) — one of the world’s most influential bodies on governance of digital communications technologies — took a clear stance against internet shutdowns, condemning the communications blackout in Gaza and calling for “life-saving access to networks to be restored.”¹⁶

Individual policymakers and government agencies also played their part. In Iraq, where government-ordered shutdowns around exam periods have harmed communities every year since we first started recording cases in 2016, we saw the Ministry of Communications stepping up for the first time to publicly challenge the practice.¹⁷ Though it ultimately didn’t change the course of exam-related shutdowns in the country for 2023, it is important to acknowledge and support these dissenting voices advocating for a more rights-respecting approach. European Union officials also stepped up amid concerning developments to affirm that the newly adopted Digital Services Act (DSA) will not be used as a vehicle for imposing internet shutdowns.¹⁸

As democratic institutions falter, civic space shrinks, and wars escalate around the world, shutdowns have become a convenient tool for oppression and marginalization. The drastically high total number of shutdowns globally, entrenched use by the worst offenders year after year, and impunity for authorities has demonstrated how challenging the fight remains to #KeepItOn. Yet civil society and impacted communities have shown time after time their strength and ingenuity in working to mitigate and prevent internet shutdowns. With so much on the line, we must join together to bring internet shutdowns to an end.

II. Triggers for internet shutdowns in 2023

Triggers of internet shutdowns refer to incidents during which authorities are more likely to impose internet shutdowns. Governments intentionally disrupted internet access to coincide with important national events such as protests and political instability, military coups, elections, examinations, conflicts, and other key events with one aim — to restrict the flow of information and control the narrative.

Shutting down during conflicts

Conflict was the leading trigger for internet shutdowns for the first time in 2023, with warring parties imposing 74 shutdowns in nine countries (Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, India, Libya, Myanmar, Pakistan, Palestine, Sudan, and Ukraine). This far exceeds the 36 shutdowns in nine countries recorded in 2022.19 Even still, evidence suggests that both for prior years and in 2023, these cases are severely underreported given the challenges people are facing to document their experience while also exchanging for their lives.20

Authorities imposing internet shutdowns in active conflict zones have leveraged an increasingly diverse array of tactics, making prevention and circumvention challenging and introducing far-reaching consequences for impacted communities long after the fighting recedes. Both the Myanmar junta and the Israeli military have systematically paired the deployment of targeted internet shutdowns with air strikes and other military activity, often targeting civilian populations.21 Cutting off access to communications channels removes any hope for civilians under attack of accessing information about possible evacuation routes or connecting with loved ones to see if they survived.22 Similarly, Israeli and Russian forces have deliberately targeted civilian telecommunications infrastructure during active conflict as a collective punishment or retaliatory action in Palestine and Ukraine, respectively,23 while warring parties in both Sudan and Ukraine have gone head to head battling over physical control of telecommunications infrastructure.24 Beyond direct kinetic attacks, we’ve also seen perpetrators leveraging fuel embargoes to cut off energy supply to telecommunications services and cyberattacks aimed at disrupting networks in areas held by opposing forces.25

Only underscoring the importance of staying connected during times of conflict, perpetrators of shutdowns in conflict zones have gotten more sophisticated at using circumvention tactics to keep themselves or bordering civilian populations online. The Israeli authorities developed a comprehensive strategy to maintain connectivity for settlements bordering Gaza, while keeping the occupied territory under siege in the dark.26 From Ukraine to Sudan and beyond, low-earth-orbit satellite internet systems have emerged as an increasingly vital — and increasingly politicized — mechanism for circumvention and determining who is allowed access.
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when communications systems are disrupted. We are monitoring developments around these trends closely as they continue to evolve in 2024.

The devastating impact of internet shutdowns in times of conflict cannot be overstated, exacerbating people's desperation, fear, and panic. Conflict-related shutdowns have put people's lives in real danger or even resulted in loss of life, and blocked access to emergency healthcare services. They have also made it extremely difficult for journalists and human rights defenders to document war crimes and other atrocities.

Conflict-related shutdowns carry long-term impacts, particularly where infrastructure has been degraded or destroyed. In Ethiopia's Tigray region, after two years of complete blackouts amid devastating conflict, a negotiated peace beginning in November 2022 included agreements to restore internet access to the region. However, as of December 31, 2023, 1,153 days since the start of the shutdown in Tigray, connectivity was still well below pre-war levels. Other examples from past conflicts include the ongoing blocking of TikTok in India following military clashes with China in June 2020 and the ongoing shutdown in Panjgur, Pakistan following clashes between regional troops and the Pakistani military in early 2022.

In situations of conflict and violence, internet shutdowns targeting civilian populations and infrastructure are a violation of international human rights and international humanitarian law, which protect non-military objects especially when needed for the provision of humanitarian assistance. Likewise, documented internet shutdowns are an important piece of evidence in pursuing accountability for crimes against humanity and other atrocities when armed actors disconnect whole communities to enable, facilitate, or cover up their abuses. It remains essential that states neither neglect nor derogate from their obligations under international human rights, humanitarian, and criminal law. Instead, all stakeholders should work together to strengthen international norms and accountability mechanisms around weaponization of internet shutdowns during conflict and see perpetrators brought to justice.

**Shutdowns during protests and instability**

In 2019, we saw the largest wave of global protests in a generation. Authorities responded by imposing 65 protest-related internet shutdowns in 30 countries, the highest annual number of such shutdowns on record. With the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, both protests and the disruptions used to counter them dropped off

---

In 2023, this ongoing wave of anti-government protests met with the eruption of new protests in seven countries that had not seen major protests in the previous five years. In fact, researchers documented the emergence of new protests in at least 83 countries. In this context, governments shut down the internet to crack down on dissent several times in 15 countries: Bangladesh, Cuba, Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea, India, Iran, Jordan, Libya, Mauritania, Mozambique, Pakistan, Senegal, Somaliland, and Suriname. This matches the pace of such shutdowns in 2022, when we also saw 63 disruptions during protests.

Shutting during elections

In 2023, we documented five election-related shutdowns, leveling off at the same number as 2022 following a steady downward trend since the peak of 12 election-related shutdowns in both 2018 and 2019.

Through Access Now’s annual #KeepItOn Election Watch campaign — and with support, collaboration, and guidance from #KeepItOn members and partners — we successfully mobilized and advocated against election-related shutdowns in 18 countries that were past offenders or otherwise high risk. Out of these 18 countries, we documented only one election-related shutdown in Gabon, where incumbent authorities cut off internet access, expelled foreign press, and disallowed participation from independent election observers. In addition, Mozambique imposed its first internet shutdown on record in response to protests over the outcome of elections. Venezuela disrupted access in the capital Caracas amid a highly irregular primary election, and state-level authorities in India issued blocking orders for Kiphire district while responding to post-poll violence. Uganda also maintained its ongoing Facebook platform block for all of 2023, a shutdown that was first implemented during the 2021 election cycle.

We have also seen increased commitments from governments to keep internet access open and secure throughout the electoral period. As we note above, in 2023, past offenders the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Nigeria, and Sierra Leone all pledged to #KeepItOn during their elections, setting an important example of reform in the region.

These proactive commitments and overall reduction in the number of election-related shutdowns are a reflection of years of tireless advocacy from #KeepItOn coalition members and like-minded supporters. We have seen a growing international consensus against the use of internet shutdowns in the context of elections, with recognition that they fundamentally inhibit the legitimacy of any democratic process. This includes the aforementioned Freedom Online Coalition (FOC) statement on election shutdowns in 2023, and the more recent resolution from the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR).

These trends are also closely linked to the global elections landscape and the context in which elections are taking place. With an unprecedented number of elections happening at every level around the globe in 2024, this year will be an important measure of progress toward putting an end to election-related shutdowns for good.

---

39 See supra note 6.
47 Supra note 15.
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Shutting down the Internet during exams

In 2023, we recorded 12 exam-related shutdowns in Algeria, India, Iraq, Iran, Kenya, and Syria. This shows a relatively consistent trend of recent years: there were eight such shutdowns in 2022, 11 in 2021, and eight in 2020. While most countries that imposed exam-related shutdowns in 2023 are long-standing annual offenders, the government of Kenya did so for the first time by restricting access to Telegram.49 Iran also blocked internet access during national exams — the first recorded exam-related shutdown in Iran in STOP, but with reports indicating similar localized disruptions have taken place since at least 2021.90

The implementation of shutdowns has proven futile over and over again in curbing exam cheating, and the harms to impacted communities and businesses are clearly documented.81 Yet authorities persist. We welcome and encourage efforts to move away from this practice, as we saw from the Ministry of Communications in Iraq when they challenged the Ministry of Education’s request to implement blocks.82

Shutting down the Internet during natural disasters

In an alarming new development, we saw at least four internet shutdowns in four countries (Iraq, Libya, Myanmar, Türkiye) coincide with natural disasters in 2023. Rising global surface temperatures and shifts in weather patterns due to the climate crisis are fueling natural disasters including typhoons, floods, wildfires, and cyclones across the world. In 2023, the world was hit hard by a whopping 240 calamities — a tragic record-breaking number of natural disasters — which caused irreparable damage, including deaths and displacement of tens of thousands of people.53

The impact of the climate crisis coupled with growing political and economic instability is becoming global in scope and unprecedented in scale.54

In both Myanmar and Iraq, emergencies hit regions already experiencing internet disruptions for other reasons. The ongoing digital crackdown by the military junta in Myanmar exacerbated the effects of Cyclone Mocha, which hit western Myanmar in May 2023.55 People already deliberately disconnected, with a near-total lack of connectivity, could not access proper warning of storms, evacuation routes, or post-disaster relief assistance — which was even further restricted by the junta’s refusal to allow humanitarian aid workers to enter the country.56 In Iraq, a massive earthquake in February 2023 impacting several countries in the region struck during what were otherwise “routine” social media blocks for national exams, which cut people off from essential communications channels for at least eight hours every day.57 The areas impacted by the earthquake, including Syria, western and northern Iraq, and Türkiye, are home to large populations of refugees and internally displaced persons, making the lack of access to communications channels both locally and across borders even more dire.88

In Türkiye and Libya, authorities imposed internet shutdowns in the direct aftermath of natural disasters

51 Digiato (2021). Jahromi: One of the reasons for the internet disruption in the past days was to prevent the sale of exam questions. https://digiato.com/article/2021/07/03/%D8%A7%D8%AE%D8%AA%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%84-%D8%A7%D8%8C%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%86%D8%AA-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AE%D8%A7%D8%B7%D8%B1-%DA%A9%D9%86%DA%A9%D9%88%D8%B1/
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57 Reuters (2023). We fled war to die in an earthquake, says Iraqi woman mourning family in Turkey. https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/we-fled-war-die-an-earthquake-says-iraqi-woman-mourning-family-turkey-2023-02-08/
to suppress protests and online criticism of the government’s handling of the crisis. Access to information and communication channels is a critical lifeline that needs to be protected in times of crisis — never deliberately severed.

III. New and continuing trends in 2023

Shutdowns continue to shroud grave human rights abuses and violence

There were 173 shutdowns that occurred alongside violence in 2023, compared to 137 in 2022, 111 in 2021, and 100 in 2020. While the disturbing increase of shutdowns associated with violence is connected in part to the increase in disruptions during armed conflict, reports of violence during shutdown periods are also rampant during protests, elections, and political instability. In India alone, authorities ordered 65 shutdowns in 2023 specifically attempting to address communal violence. Overall, despite claims from authorities that they are shutting down the internet to curb violence during moments of tension, evidence shows that shutdowns are ineffective at doing so and likely have the opposite effect.

Far from just a misguided reactionary measure, shutdowns also impede accountability where attackers disrupt access to cover up their own horrific offenses, including killings, torture, and inhumane treatment of vulnerable people and communities.

Shutdowns that occurred alongside violence
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In 2023, 27 of the 63 protest-related shutdowns occurred alongside violence, including cases where authorities used shutdowns in attempts to conceal brutality by security forces.62 We documented the targeting of civilians and civilian infrastructure through air strikes, brutality against protesters, or other atrocities and war crimes during 51 shutdowns in 11 countries around the world (Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iran, Jordan, Mauritania, Myanmar, Palestine, Russia, Somaliland, Sudan, Ukraine).

Internet shutdowns are always an attack on people's human rights. But when they come without warning during moments of national tension or as part of a deliberate military strategy, they are especially harmful, cutting people off from communications lifelines when they need them most. Out of all our recorded events in 2023, in 93% of cases, the public received no advance notice of an impending shutdown, deepening fear and uncertainty and putting more people in grave danger.

Perpetrators using shutdowns to cover up violence and serious human rights abuses was especially prevalent in conflict zones. Under a near-total communications blackout in the Amhara region of Ethiopia, security forces stoked terror and mass displacement through attacks on civilians, ranging from rape, murder of children and families, and destruction of civilian property, to indiscriminate bombing across the region.63 In the Gaza Strip, the Israel military used a combination of direct attacks on civilian telecommunications infrastructure, restrictions on access to electricity, and technical disruptions to shut down the internet in the midst of heavy bombardments that indiscriminately killed tens of thousands of civilians.64 In Sudan, the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) and the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF), who have been fighting since April 2023, have also wielded shutdowns as a weapon of control alongside rampant targeting of civilians, looting, sexual violence, and one of the most severe displacement crises in the world.65 The Russian military continued to target energy infrastructure in Ukraine, which also disrupted internet services, as they bombed residential areas.66 Across many contexts, perpetrators used a variety of tactics to shut down the internet, including blockading of fuel, cyberattacks, and systematic targeting of specific internet service providers (ISPs) of occupied regions, seeking either to inflict harm on the civilian population directly or to conceal atrocities. Regardless of how they are implemented, repeated internet shutdowns in times of conflict exact a human toll that is immense and often incalculable.

Authorities must refrain from normalizing platform blocks

Governments continued to use communication platform blocks heavily in 2023, imposing or maintaining 53 blocks across 25 countries, up from 39 blocks across 29 countries in 2022. We recorded more service-based blocking orders in India than any other country, with an increase from two platform blocks in 2022 to 14 in 2023 — a resurgence of this tactic after an initial wave of app blocking in 2020.67 Setting India aside, platform blocks were distributed
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similarly across platforms from 2022 to 2023, with the largest increase impacting Telegram (seven to 10).

Three out of four countries implementing shutdowns for the first time in 2023 blocked platforms, including Kenya (Telegram), Nepal (TikTok), and Suriname (Meta services Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram). We also recorded platform blocks in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Lebanon, and Qatar that had been ongoing since 2016, 2019, and 2020, respectively — marking the first time we have included each country as a shutdown perpetrator in our records.

The persistent use of platform blocks indicates authorities may perceive them as “more acceptable” or “less harmful,” but disruption of platforms often disproportionately impacts targeted and marginalized communities or people who rely on them as their only viable mode of access to information and communication with loved ones, colleagues, customers, news sources, and service providers. In Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iraq, Pakistan, and Senegal, authorities combined the use of social media blocks with mobile network shutdowns during protests, school exams, and conflict to expand the scope of their information control. When they cut mobile access, block platforms, or both, authorities make it clear that they intend to silence and repress a wide swath of the population, often leaving broadband services available for government services, businesses, and wealthy elites.

The widespread blocking of Grindr — the world’s largest social networking app for gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer people — is an especially telling indicator that authorities are using blocks to deliberately marginalize specific groups of people. Jordan and Tanzania issued new blocks of Grindr in 2023 on top of ongoing blocking in another 10 countries across the MENA region (Iran, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Türkiye, UAE) and APAC region (China, Indonesia, Pakistan). This clear repression of LGBTQ+ spaces reflects a global wave of intolerance and discrimination that is dehumanizing and isolating people from vital support networks. LGBTQ+ people already face a wide range of serious threats to their fundamental rights and physical safety, and censorship and shutdowns are only exacerbating the harm and putting people at further risk.

Even democracies that often position themselves as champions of free expression waded into dangerous waters in 2023 as policymakers put forward misguided arguments for blocking or banning certain social media platforms. This not only threatens free expression and other human rights in these countries, it sends a dangerous message of tacit endorsement to governments around the world looking to justify blocking platforms that millions rely on. Passage of legislation in India, Jordan, and Russia making it easier for authorities to impose shutdowns and prevent people from using circumvention tools like virtual private networks (VPNs) to access blocked platforms only reinforces this harmful trend.

In the U.S., policymakers debated issues around TikTok ranging from general data privacy concerns, to the potential threats China poses to U.S. national security, to the platform’s purported algorithmic manipulation of young audiences to adopt a more pro-Palestinian stance. On April 24, 2024, U.S. President Joe Biden signed a bill into law that threatens to block access to TikTok nationally if the company does not divest to a U.S.-based owner — setting the stage for a string of legal challenges and, if ultimately implemented, the country’s first recorded shutdown. Kenyan parliamentarians petitioned to ban the platform to protect religious and moral values. And as authorities in France grappled with mass protests following
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72 See Euronews Next (2024). Which countries have banned TikTok and why? https://www.euronews.com/next/2024/03/14/which-countries-have-banned-tiktok-cybersecurity-data-privacy-espionage-fears
75 Axios (2024). What happens now that Biden has signed the TikTok bill. https://www.axios.com/2024/04/24/joe-biden-tik-tok-ban-bill
the killing of teenager Nahel Merzouk in June 2023, French President Emmanuel Macron spoke for the first time about the possibility that France would block social media platforms if riots got out of control. Responding to Macron’s remarks, the European Commissioner for Internal Market, Thierry Breton, also suggested that arbitrarily blocking online platforms could be justified and enforced under the EU’s Digital Services Act (DSA).

Although the authorities did not follow through with a social media blackout in France, these remarks were alarming and raised serious concerns. Together with 65 other organizations, Access Now sent an open letter to Commissioner Breton urging him to clarify his remarks and affirm that arbitrary internet shutdowns and social media blocking are unlawful under the DSA. Commissioner Breton responded swiftly, confirming that “[the] DSA is here to protect free speech against arbitrary decisions, and at the same time protect our citizens and democracies,” and it would not be used to normalize the use of internet shutdowns.

---
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A note on methodology: why platform blocks are under-counted

Platform blocks have historically been under reported, and our team has engaged in an ongoing process of updating the Shutdown Tracker Optimization Project (STOP) dataset\(^{81}\) to include more of these and other longstanding but previously under-counted shutdowns. Getting an accurate picture of the full scope of platform blocks underway around the world is a challenge due to the localized nature of platform preferences, limited measurement data for platforms in countries where the user base is relatively small, discrepancies when a government does not fully or consistently implement stated policies for platform blocking, and people’s regular use of VPNs and other similar tools to circumvent blocks. To correct this, Access Now is adding missing data on platform blocks, which is why countries we know to have a history of platform blocking and censorship are only now appearing on the #KeepItOn shame list — notably Qatar and the UAE.\(^{82}\)

With this trend clearly on the rise, we will continue to invest in strengthening our documentation in this area and holding all perpetrators to account.

---
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Worst offenders are entrenched and emboldened in the use of shutdowns

In 2023, we saw longstanding worst offenders double down on their use of internet shutdowns, a display of impunity that should make these countries a top priority for advocacy and accountability measures. Whether perpetrators have repeatedly ordered more targeted shutdowns or persist in imposing longer-term, all-encompassing shutdowns, or a combination of both, the patterns of entrenchment are clear.

The list of countries with at least four shutdowns recorded in a single year grew from nine in 2022 to 10 in 2023, namely Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Myanmar, Pakistan, Palestine (all imposed by Israel), Senegal, and Ukraine (six of which were imposed by Russia). India, Iran, Myanmar, and Ukraine made up four of the top five countries with the highest number of shutdowns in both 2022 and 2023.

These 10 countries accounted for 237 total shutdowns in 2023, keeping millions in the dark relentlessly and oftentimes unpredictably. The five countries with the highest number of shutdowns in 2023 accounted disproportionately for 211 shutdowns, or 75% of the global total. Even when repeated shutdowns are predictable, they are punishing. Whether it is Iraqi authorities cutting off the internet during 58 school exam periods or the Iranian province Sistan and Baluchestan imposing 28 shutdowns during Friday prayers, deliberate network disruptions are destabilizing, disproportionate, and a clear violation of human rights.

Perpetrators also continued to impose prolonged shutdowns across 2023, in most cases extending shutdowns that were in place since 2021 or 2022. There are 35 shutdowns that were carried over from 2023 into 2024, which breaks the record of 30 shutdowns that were ongoing from 2022 into 2023. Of the current ongoing shutdowns, 26 are platform blocks, while the rest are full network shutdowns in regions across Ethiopia, Myanmar, Pakistan, and Palestine. Full connectivity has still not been restored to all parts of Tigray, Ethiopia since disruptions began in November 2020, and as we have highlighted, by December 31, 2023, people in the region had endured 1,153 days in the dark. Meanwhile, people in dozens of townships across Myanmar suffered up to 864 days of shutdowns by the end of 2023, as the junta continued to use blackouts as a means of control. And in Panjgur, Pakistan, people have been subjected to an ongoing mobile internet shutdown that began during a military conflict in February 2022, leaving them without mobile access for 694 days as of December 31, 2023. People in 17 countries were subjected to internet shutdowns for the full 365 days of 2023.

While at least 57 of the 82 countries on the offenders list have had shutdowns in more than one reporting year, a group of 21 countries has shown a propensity to relentlessly reach for the kill switch again and again.

REPEAT OFFENDERS

Algeria, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Türkiye and UAE

Bangladesh, Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Myanmar, Sudan and Yemen

Chad, China, Russia and Uganda

Algeria, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Türkiye, and the UAE have each implemented or maintained a shutdown every year since we began recording in 2016. Bangladesh, Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Myanmar, Sudan, and Yemen each experienced shutdowns in five or more consecutive years. And while there may have been a gap year or two, people in Chad, China, Russia, and Uganda have also experienced shutdowns in five or more years.
The geographic scope of shutdowns is broadening

The geographic scope of shutdowns is another indicator of how authorities seek to use the digital space to marginalize and silence people. Although authorities use a variety of tactics to target specific populations, oftentimes they recklessly shut off the internet for entire regions. In 2023, only 30.4% of all shutdowns were on the smallest scale (only affecting one city, county, or village), whereas 46.8% of all shutdowns were on this scale in 2022.

Myanmar was a clear exception to this trend, with 20 of 37 recorded shutdowns in 2023 imposed locally.

India significantly expanded the geographic scope of its shutdowns in 2023, imposing disruptions in more than one district in the same state, province, or region 64 times, compared to 15 in 2022. In Manipur alone, people experienced 47 shutdown orders, 44 of which were implemented for the entire state. These shutdowns were ordered amid community clashes and widespread gender-based violence, making it even more difficult for women to report abuse.83

Globally, internet shutdowns impacting entire countries or territories, or multiple regions simultaneously, are on the rise. There were 80 shutdowns at this level in 2023, compared to 70 in 2022 — the highest-ever figure recorded in a single year. Israel imposed nine shutdowns that impacted all of the Gaza Strip and was responsible for most of the global increase. Platform blocks also continue to be an important part of this story, since this type of shutdown is often imposed as a blanket ban across entire countries or regions. In 40 of the 53 platform blocks in 2023, bans were imposed nationwide.

---

IV. Internet shutdowns by region
In 2023, we saw a resurgence of internet shutdowns in Africa with 17 incidents recorded in nine countries — nearly double the nine shutdowns in seven countries in 2022, which was a record low for the region following a steady downward trend from 2020. This spike in 2023 raises serious concerns about the ongoing use of shutdowns as a weapon of control in the region.

Amid an overall declining situation for human rights in Africa, governments imposed shutdowns during protests, elections, national exams, and conflict. The aim: to silence dissent and block the free flow of information.

After a shocking seven countries in the region imposed their first internet shutdown in 2021, 2022 offered a reprieve, with no new countries joining the offenders list. Unfortunately, two new perpetrators emerged in 2023: Mozambique disrupted mobile networks while violently cracking down on protests around local elections, and Kenya blocked Telegram during national exams, reversing course after having rejected platform blocking during its elections the previous year.

Despite these setbacks, there were positive developments worth celebrating in 2023. As we’ve previously noted, authorities in the Democratic
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In 2023, we saw a resurgence of internet shutdowns in Africa with **17** incidents recorded in **nine** countries — nearly double the **nine** shutdowns in **seven** countries in 2022, which was a record low for the region following a steady downward trend from 2020. This spike in 2023 raises serious concerns about the ongoing use of shutdowns as a weapon of control in the region.

Amid an overall declining situation for human rights in Africa, governments imposed shutdowns during protests, elections, national exams, and conflict. The aim: to silence dissent and block the free flow of information.

After a shocking **seven** countries in the region imposed their first internet shutdown in 2021, 2022 offered a reprieve, with no new countries joining the offenders list. Unfortunately, **two** new perpetrators emerged in 2023: Mozambique disrupted mobile networks while violently cracking down on protests around local elections, and Kenya blocked Telegram during national exams, reversing course after having rejected platform blocking during its elections the previous year.

Despite these setbacks, there were positive developments worth celebrating in 2023. As we’ve previously noted, authorities in the Democratic
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**Africa Regional overview in 2023**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2022 Shutdowns</th>
<th>2023 Shutdowns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somaliland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First-time offenders:**
- **Kenya**: 1
- **Mozambique**: 1
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**Ethiopia:** 4

**Senegal:** 4

**Guinea:** 2

**Tanzania:** 2

**Gabon:** 1

**Somaliland:** 1

**Uganda:** 1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**58.8% of shutdowns related to protests**

- Senegal: 4
- Ethiopia: 2
- Gabon: 1
- Guinea: 1
- Mozambique: 1
- Somaliland: 1

**58.8% of shutdowns targeted platforms**

- Ethiopia: 2
- Guinea: 2
- Senegal: 2
- Tanzania: 2
- Kenya: 1
- Uganda: 1

---


INTERNET SHUTDOWNS IN 2023

Republic of the Congo (DRC), Nigeria, and Sierra Leone made and upheld commitments to maintain internet access throughout their elections — a matter of great significance given election-related shutdowns’ devastating impact on democracy.88

We also saw encouraging developments in the legal battle against election shutdowns in Africa. In 2023, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Court of Justice continued to build its jurisprudence against internet shutdowns in a ruling declaring that Guinea’s shutdowns during a constitutional referendum and general election in 2020 were unlawful.89

**Shutdowns during protests, political turmoil, and instability**

The region was hit hard by widespread protests against economic hardship, deteriorating democratic tenets, and political instability in 2023. In response to these protests and political turmoil, authorities shut down the internet 10 times — making protests the leading trigger in Africa for the third consecutive year.

Plagued by numerous protests and political instability, authorities in Senegal disrupted internet access or blocked platforms on four occasions. After protests erupted in Dakar and Ziguinchor on June 1 following the arrest of opposition leader Ousmane Sonko, authorities blocked social media platforms including WhatsApp, Telegram, Instagram, X (formerly Twitter), and YouTube.90 Three days later, authorities extended the shutdown to include mobile internet access.91

Sonko was subsequently arrested again on July 28, 2023. When protests broke out once more in response, authorities reached for the kill switch, cutting mobile internet access and blocking TikTok.92 Although authorities restored mobile internet access on August 5, they continued to block TikTok without explanation until February 2024.93

The press freedom and human rights situation in Guinea has deteriorated drastically since the military junta overthrew the Alpha Conde government in 2021.94 In May 2023, the military responded to
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94 Africane (2023). Senegal of “hateful and subversive messages,” blaming digital platforms for the riots. The government had previously imposed shutdowns to quell protests after Sonko was initially incarcerated in 2021.95 This pattern of repeated internet disruptions to silence government critics, together with journalist arrests and former President Macky Sall’s push for new legislation to tighten control over social media platforms, is a warning sign of descent into digital authoritarianism.96
95 With a new administration taking over after a fraught election cycle in February and March 2024, we hope to see Senegal authorities pledge to #KeepItOn.97
96 The Senegalese government attempted to justify the shutdowns as necessary to prevent the spread of “hateful and subversive messages,” blaming digital platforms for the riots. The government had previously imposed shutdowns to quell protests after Sonko was initially incarcerated in 2021.95 This pattern of repeated internet disruptions to silence government critics, together with journalist arrests and former President Macky Sall’s push for new legislation to tighten control over social media platforms, is a warning sign of descent into digital authoritarianism.96
97 The press freedom and human rights situation in Guinea has deteriorated drastically since the military junta overthrew the Alpha Conde government in 2021.94 In May 2023, the military responded to
civil society calls for protests against the junta by restricting access to WhatsApp, Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Telegram, Snapchat, and Instagram for several months. While the military denied responsibility and attributed the disruption to technical problems with the submarine cable that connects Guinea to the internet, evidence gathered by the Open Observatory of Network Interference (OONI) indicates the blocking was implemented by means of TLS interference. The junta followed up with a more extensive communications shutdown in November, jamming radio station signals, suspending TV stations, and blocking social media platforms, only restoring access on February 22, 2024.

In Ethiopia, where conflict continues to break out, and parts of Tigray have been disconnected for years on end, authorities continue to wield internet shutdowns in response to national crises. On February 4, 2023, after a group of church leaders called for protests, the government blocked access to social media platforms, including Facebook, TikTok, and Telegram, and maintained the block for over five months. Ethiopian authorities had declared the protests illegal and discouraged the public from participating, warning that they would provoke unrest.

Finally, in Mauritania, authorities blocked mobile internet access on March 6, 2023, immediately after four prisoners, described as “terrorists” by the Interior Ministry, escaped from a jail in Nouakchott. People could not connect to mobile networks while authorities conducted a nationwide search for the prisoners, putting their safety at risk. This was one of several internet shutdowns in response to jailbreaks globally in 2023 — a concerning new application of this abusive tactic by law enforcement agencies.

### Shutdowns during elections

After a relatively quiet electoral year for the region in 2022, Access Now placed 11 African countries that had previously imposed internet shutdowns on the 2023 #KeepItOn Election Watch — Benin, the DRC, Eswatini, Gabon, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Zimbabwe. Among the countries on the watchlist, only Gabon imposed an internet shutdown, but as we have noted, Mozambique became a first-time offender during its local elections. Uganda continued blocking Facebook, as it had since the 2021 elections, bringing the total number of election-related shutdowns recorded in Africa to three.

The Ali Bongo government in Gabon, which had imposed shutdowns during previous elections, blocked internet access and imposed a nighttime curfew after polls closed on August 26, amid reports of voter suppression and electoral misconduct at various polling centers. The lack of international election observers and the suspension of foreign broadcasts prior to the elections had already cast
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doubt on the transparency and fairness of the election.\footnote{110} Unsurprisingly, the Gabonese Election Centre declared Bongo the victor, which would have extended his presidential tenure into a third term.\footnote{111} However, the military enacted a coup, annulled the election results, and immediately restored internet access, ending the three-day shutdown.\footnote{112}

In Mozambique, authorities responded to opposing voices during local elections in October by cracking down on opposition members, journalists, and human rights defenders, including through arbitrary arrests and shootings.\footnote{113} The announcement of the election outcome sparked mass protests across the country against alleged electoral fraud,\footnote{114} and that is when, for the first time in our records, authorities disrupted access to the internet, shutting it down for about three hours amid reports of power outages.\footnote{115}

These disruptions represent deplorable attacks on democracy. But as we highlighted above, the DRC, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone, all past offenders, each made and upheld commitments to keep people connected during elections.\footnote{116} African countries thereby led the way globally among past offenders in demonstrating a commitment to reform, a positive example for countries in the region and around the world. There was more good news in March 2024, when the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) issued its resolution condemning election shutdowns in Africa, crucially recognizing the importance of access to the internet for the realization of human rights, and calling for states to take action to keep people connected during elections, including through legislation and other interventions.\footnote{117}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries with election-related shutdowns in Africa in 2023</th>
<th>Past offenders who made commitments to #KeepItOn during elections in 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>DRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\footnote{115} Supra note 43.
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// Shutdowns during conflict: Ethiopia

The Ethiopian government’s use of shutdowns is especially harmful during conflict. Yet despite public outcry, authorities persist in keeping people almost entirely in the dark while their lives are at stake.

In April 2023, after the Ethiopian army moved to disarm the Amhara Special Forces and other regional allies, protests and violence broke out in Gondar, Kobo, Sekota, Weldiya, and other cities in the Amhara region. As the situation escalated, federal authorities blocked mobile internet access across Amhara, cutting millions of people off from the rest of the world. When the fighting intensified in August, the government declared a state of emergency and once again shut down internet access, amid chilling reports of ethnic cleansing. Authorities also arrested journalists and blocked press access in a crackdown on coverage of the ongoing conflict.

Ethiopia’s systematic use of internet shutdowns and media censorship during conflict makes it extremely difficult for people to access lifesaving information, as well as to get humanitarian assistance, including emergency healthcare, water, food, shelter, and protection services. The disruptions also make it difficult to ascertain and document the scale and scope of atrocities being perpetrated by warring parties. The Ethiopian Human Rights Commission has reported instances of extrajudicial killings, sexual violence, physical assault, displacement, and destruction of civilian property by government security forces and state militia, as well as a deteriorating situation marked by escalating atrocities, including a disturbing increase in sexual and gender-based violence. After more than a year of fighting at the time of publication, the conflict and attacks against civilians continue to escalate. These atrocities, which may amount to war crimes, stand in serious violation of international humanitarian law.

Even after a conflict is over, internet shutdowns exacerbate pain and suffering and prevent recovery from violence and devastation. As we write, the peace process initiated in November 2022 following a years-long conflict and humanitarian crisis in Tigray has yet to take hold. There is persistent insecurity, drought, famine, and disruptions to humanitarian aid, all of which continue to harm civilians attempting to piece their lives back together after the war. Relentless attacks on an already fragile telecommunications infrastructure, and slow progress by authorities to rebuild, have left many people in Tigray either completely disconnected, forced to travel outside their community to access a connection, or limited to extremely slow and unreliable service. As we have highlighted, that means that by the end of 2023, many had spent 1,153 days disconnected, when they needed help the most.

123 Foreign Policy (2024). Ethiopia’s Amhara Conflict Could Spark Civil War. https://foreignpolicy.com/2024/03/06/ethiopia-amhara-conflict-civil-war
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INTERNET SHUTDOWNS IN 2023

Shutdowns in Africa in 2023

- **5.9%** only affected one city, county, or village
- **11.8%** affected more than one city in the same state, province, or region

**Platform blocks**

In 10 of the region’s 17 shutdowns, authorities specifically targeted social media platforms. During protests in Ethiopia and Senegal and elections in Guinea, governments blocked access to a suite of social media platforms, in attempts to restrict the flow of information and suppress dissent. Authorities in Kenya blocked access to Telegram for the first time during national exams in November. While the government did not issue any formal public shutdown order, the blocking was reportedly imposed to limit the spread of leaked examination materials.

Uganda’s blocking of Facebook starting during the 2021 election has continued to cause serious damage to human rights and the digital market. Yet even after legal threats from the Urban Smart Traders Business Association Limited in October 2023, and an ongoing challenge filed at the East African Court of Justice in 2021, the government failed to lift the block. In January 2024, Uganda’s Minister for ICT and National Guidance claimed that the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) was in talks with Facebook about how to resume operation in the country after the three-year blockade, but as we write, the outcome of any such talks is uncertain.

In Tanzania, authorities imposed service-based shutdowns for the first time since 2020, signaling an increasing crackdown on digital spaces. In January, authorities blocked access to Grindr, as part of a wider campaign to suppress the rights of LGBTQ+ people and communities. In August, they also blocked Clubhouse, a social networking app based on audio-chat, with no explanation. A few months later, the Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA) issued a directive restricting the use of virtual private networks (VPNs), which can assist people in regaining access to blocked platforms.

---

Authorities in the Asia Pacific region deepened their suppression of digital rights in 2023, including through the heavy use of internet shutdowns. For the sixth year in a row, India leads the way in the total number of recorded government shutdown orders with 116. However, the 37 shutdowns we were able to record in Myanmar are only a fraction of what were likely hundreds ordered by the junta, as the continued rise of violence makes documenting disruptions extremely difficult. Pakistan and Bangladesh continued to impose shutdowns, particularly during protests; Indonesia continued to block Grindr; and Nepal joined the shame list in 2023 with its blocking of TikTok. Against a backdrop of extensive censorship under the Great Firewall, China maintained ongoing blocks of Signal and Grindr.

6 of these 7 countries are among the most entrenched repeat offenders

128 out of 167 shutdowns in the region occurred alongside reported violence
India: 97  Myanmar: 27  Pakistan: 4

Indonesia continued to block Grindr; and Nepal joined the shame list in 2023 with its blocking of TikTok. Against a backdrop of extensive censorship under the Great Firewall, China maintained ongoing blocks of Signal and Grindr.

Myanmar
Since February 1, 2021, when Myanmar’s junta seized power in a deadly coup, the people of Myanmar...
have endured unrelenting attacks, both physical and digital.\textsuperscript{139} The military has complete control of the country’s telecommunications network and has systematically used internet shutdowns all across the country to facilitate war crimes and crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{140} With the support of #KeepItOn coalition partners, we identified at least 37 shutdowns in Myanmar in 2023. However, this number only represents events that could be independently verified through news reports, information from partners, and confidential sources in Myanmar. This verification process has become increasingly challenging. The limited information authorities made available in previous years has become even more scarce as decision-making around shutdown implementation becomes more decentralized; continued escalations in violence, displacement, and crackdown on digital rights activists make the work of documentation dangerous and difficult; and the continued degradation of infrastructure has made it even more challenging to parse the specific cause of certain outages. Despite these constraints, the data available illustrates unrelenting, targeted disruptions during active conflict across the country in 2023, with only one of the 14 states or regions around the country, Ayeyarwaddy, not impacted by a shutdown.

Before 2023, internet shutdown orders came from the central government in Naypyidaw and often impacted many townships at once. However, the junta has since decentralized decision-making around when and where shutdowns are deployed, allowing local officials to more specifically target shutdowns in real time to align with military operations and troop movements, more effectively keeping communities in the dark. Out of the 37 shutdowns documented in 2023, 31 shutdowns began in 2023, with 20 ordered by local authorities and affecting a single township or village and 11 impacting multiple townships or entire states. The remaining six shutdowns were still ongoing after orders from central authorities in 2021 and 2022. These localized shutdowns were more erratic, with authorities reportedly cutting off access when the military moved into villages seemingly chosen at random and burning them down.\textsuperscript{141} They were also more difficult to document, both because less data is available to measure and verify hyperlocal shutdowns and because decentralized decision-making means more actors with less visibility.

Additionally, reports of leaked documents show that the use of signal jammers is now a central part of the junta’s military strategy.\textsuperscript{142} Community reports have documented the repeated use of scouting aircraft equipped with jamming devices ahead of military operations, and although we can’t distinguish which shutdowns were caused by these devices, many of the shutdowns we recorded took place during air strikes targeting residential areas and appear consistent with this type of jamming. At least 11 shutdowns in Myanmar in 2023 were tied to documented grave human rights abuses or war crimes, many of which include bombardments and airstrikes targeting civilians in residential areas.

In places like Rakhine State where the military has imposed strict blockades, fuel provisions for generators running telecommunications services were cut off, leaving people with little or no access to information while food, water, and other essentials were already in short supply, and with no access to mobile cash transfer apps needed to purchase what limited supplies were left.\textsuperscript{143} In many of Myanmar’s conflict zones where shutdowns are ongoing as a result of infrastructure damage, restrictions on movement mean telecommunications providers are unable to dispatch employees to make repairs.\textsuperscript{144} Other restrictions included reported throttling, website blocking, and virtual private network (VPN) bans, all of which continue to make the internet in Myanmar limited, unreliable, and increasingly censored on top of the ongoing and targeted shutdowns.\textsuperscript{145}


\textsuperscript{142} Supra note 67.
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When considered alongside actions of the State Administration Council (SAC) to imprison those who criticize the junta or show support for the resistance online, to implement biometric surveillance, and to target journalists by revoking media licenses, it is clear freedom of expression is severely restricted in all forms in Myanmar.

In January 2024, residents in Rakhine State were suffering not only an ongoing military blockade and travel ban, but also an ongoing internet shutdown impacting 17 townships. The disruption has had a significant impact on the flow of information, safety, and humanitarian support, without independent media on the ground to verify events or combat disinformation during the escalating conflict. At the time of writing, there were 80 townships nationwide facing ongoing shutdowns, highlighting the continuing and dire situation for connectivity in Myanmar.

We and our partners urge the international community to establish and commit resources for a coordinated action plan to provide the people of Myanmar with alternative access to the internet and other communication channels, which are critical for protecting lives and fundamental human rights. Companies must be held accountable for their failure to create protection mechanisms for their users or provide transparency about how their networks and services are abused by the military.

India

India was responsible for 116 shutdowns in 2023, the highest number of shutdown orders worldwide for the sixth consecutive year. Authorities in India continue to use shutdowns as a near-default response to crises, both proactively and reactively.

Authorities in India increasingly implemented shutdowns at a regional rather than local level, compared with 2021 and 2022 when shutdowns were highly localized, especially in Jammu and Kashmir. In 2023, 64 shutdown orders affected more than one district in the same state, province, or region, driven by 47 shutdowns in Manipur but also including the statewide shutdown in Punjab in March.

From May 3 to December 3, 2023, the government of Manipur imposed a statewide shutdown affecting roughly 3.2 million people for 212 days (including a break of only three days) through a series of 44 published shutdown orders. It changed in scope and scale throughout the year, primarily impacting mobile networks but also including a statewide shutdown of broadband and mobile internet lasting two-and-a-half months. The impacts were severe, particularly for women, as the shutdowns made it more difficult to document rampant atrocities, including murder, rape, arson, and other gender-based violence, and thereby hold perpetrators accountable.

In the state of Punjab, authorities blocked internet access impacting about 27 million people across the state for four continuous days — one of the country’s most extensive blackouts in recent years — as police

---
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In addition to ongoing nationwide platform blocks, in 2023, people in 13 states experienced local or statewide internet shutdowns, the same total from 2022. Among them, more authorities are repeatedly reaching for the kill switch, with the number of states employing five or more shutdowns in a year increasing from two in 2021 and three in 2022 to seven in 2023. In addition to Manipur and Punjab, authorities in Bihar (12), Haryana (11), West Bengal (6), Maharashtra (5), and Rajasthan (5) imposed shutdowns during protests, religious holidays, and exams. Jammu and Kashmir saw 17 shutdown orders, down from 49 in 2022.

Not only were shutdowns implemented at wider geographic scales, they lasted longer in 2023. The share of shutdowns in India spanning across five days or more shot up from 15\% of shutdowns in 2022 to more than 41\% in 2023. When combined with nationwide blocking of 14 messaging apps starting in early May, 7,502 URL-blocking orders issued between January and October 2023, and India’s new telecom law giving the central government nearly unchecked power to impose internet shutdowns, trends in India point not only to a high number of short shutdowns but a spectrum of harmful, increasingly longer, and wider-ranging disruptions shrinking the civic space in the country.\footnote{Quartz (2023). \textit{India has blocked 14 mobile messenger apps on security fears.} \url{https://aqz.com/india-has-blocked-14-messenger-apps-on-security-fears-1850390425}; \textit{Supra note} 73; Government of India (2023). \textit{Regulation of Activities of Intermediaries and Social Media.} \url{https://sansad.in/getFile/annex/262/AU732.pdf?source=poars}}


Four years after the historic Supreme Court judgment affirming the right to free speech and the fundamental right to carry out one’s trade or profession via the internet, officials continue to fail to publish shutdown orders and have been repeatedly corrected by courts for failing to comply, underscoring the urgent need for reform.\footnote{Rest of World (2022). \textit{Connection unstable: Kashmir’s influencers seek internet fame but can’t get online.} \url{https://restofworld.org/2022/kashmir-influencers-blackouts/}; see also The Wire (2021). \textit{The Internet Belongs to Dalit-Bahujan People Too.} \url{https://thewire.in/caste/dalit-bahujan-social-media-tiktok-jai-bhim/}} Meanwhile, the harms of shutdowns in the country continue to be immense and multi-faceted, impairing education, healthcare, press freedom, and more.\footnote{CNN (2023). \textit{India cuts internet to 27 million as Punjab police hunt Sikh separatist.} \url{https://edition.cnn.com/2023/03/20/india/india-separatist-manhunt-internet-shutdown-intl-hnk/index.html}}

These harms are amplified further when placed in the context of India’s race to digitize access to services.\footnote{Human Rights Watch (2023). \textit{No Internet Means No Work, No Pay, No Food}. \url{https://www.hrw.org/report/2023/06/14/no-internet-means-no-work-no-pay-no-food/internet-shutdowns-denying-access-basic/}}
For people who are being pushed toward systems that depend on internet connectivity and access to mobile networks to function, the negative impact of internet shutdowns is only becoming more severe. In 2023, 59% (68) of the shutdowns in India exclusively targeted mobile networks — and where almost 96% of people with internet access depend on wireless services, disruption to mobile internet essentially equates to a full internet blackout. Rather than protecting communities, internet shutdowns in India are deepening the digital divide and undermining efforts toward equitable and inclusive digitization.

Despite clear economic effects, disproportionate impacts on marginalized groups, and the shielding of atrocities, authorities continue to implement shutdowns at all levels across India during protests, exams, elections, and communal violence.

East Asia

China's government is equipped with some of the most sophisticated censorship and surveillance infrastructure in the world. For many years, through the Great Firewall, authorities have restricted access to websites, search engines, social media platforms, games, and more, leaving behind a heavily censored and highly surveilled internet ecosystem. In 2023, the government further tightened the vise, causing a reported spike in VPN use inside the country as people attempted to regain access despite severe punishments for those caught using circumvention technologies.

Due to the nature of China's entirely state-controlled internet, which is splintered off from the rest of the world, remotely measuring internet traffic is nearly impossible and on-network investigations are very dangerous, making it extremely challenging to document distinct instances of network disruptions or throttling. In addition, while reports indicate shutdowns continue to happen with some frequency at a local level, the increasing totality of China’s surveillance and censorship regime means that authorities are able to deploy both wide nets of censorship and highly targeted disruptions, even targeting home and mobile connections of individual activists, reducing the need for full-network shutdowns. Many of China’s restrictions on communications platforms that operate from outside the country have been in place for a decade or longer and are not currently reflected in the #KeepItOn database, which began in 2016. Our current data reflects China's blocking of Signal and Grindr, both ongoing since 2021.

In Taiwan, following repeated damage to underwater cables in February 2023, 14,000 residents of the Matsu Islands lost internet and phone service for at least two months. Taiwanese authorities suspect the cables were cut by a Chinese fishing vessel and a Chinese cargo ship, each independently severing the cable in separate incidents only six days apart. Experts indicated the levels of damage to the steel-encased cables were “highly unusual.” According to Chunghwa, Taiwan’s largest telecoms provider, the cables have been cut 27 times in the past five years, which is disproportionate to other regions globally. While there is not sufficient evidence to definitively confirm the 2023 cable cut as an intentional attack — and we therefore have not counted the disruption as an intentional shutdown in the #KeepItOn STOP database — the tactics are consistent with China’s overall “gray-zone warfare” strategy against Taiwan.

This disruption has further highlighted the immense vulnerability of internet infrastructure for Taiwan.
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and the region.\textsuperscript{171} China’s increased influence over undersea cable projects in the South China Sea and reduced U.S. investments in undersea cable projects in the region have both threatened to further destabilize an already precarious situation.\textsuperscript{172} To avoid disruptions to vital telecommunications services for people in Taiwan, as well as across East and Southeast Asia, it is vitally important to strengthen and secure digital infrastructure. The #KeepItOn coalition will continue to monitor internet disruptions from undersea cable cuts, in East Asia and around the world, as well as the potential weaponization of cable cuts and their impact on vulnerable communities.

// Shutdowns during protests and unrest

In Pakistan and Bangladesh, authorities imposed shutdowns throughout 2023 during protests, primarily related to political instability and election cycles. Pakistan saw seven shutdowns across 2023, with four of these directly linked to disrupting election campaigning, protests, and public expression as the Pakistani establishment tried to disrupt political mobilization by a prominent opposition party.\textsuperscript{173} Shutdowns in Pakistan have continued to escalate in 2024 as authorities suspended mobile internet on election day in February 2024 and blocked X (formerly Twitter) for weeks.\textsuperscript{174} Bangladesh saw three shutdowns in 2023, continuing a trend from 2022 where the ruling government used shutdowns to suppress political dissent by opposition parties during rallies.\textsuperscript{175}
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The total number of shutdowns in the EECA region dropped by more than 50% from 2022 to 2023, due to the shifting situation on the battlefield during Russia’s continued illegal invasion and occupation of Ukraine, and a downturn in new cases in Central Asia after a spike in 2022. However, the region still saw 18 shutdowns, 13 of which were implemented during active conflict where military use of targeted missile strikes, cyberattacks, and deliberate disconnections led to spotty connectivity and a variety of shutdowns. Authorities in Russia and Turkmenistan combined repressive censorship and efforts to build isolated national intranets with multi-year platform blocks to assert control over the flow of information domestically. Overall, Russia’s outsized impact is impossible to ignore: in 2023, it alone implemented 50% of all shutdowns in the EECA region.

Russia and Ukraine

As Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine continued to draw condemnation domestically and internationally, Russian authorities also continued to wield shutdowns as part of their military strategy in Ukraine and as a tool to silence critics at home. In 2023, Access Now and the #KeepItOn coalition recorded nine shutdowns perpetrated by Russian authorities in Russia and Ukraine.

Russian authorities imposed six shutdowns in Ukraine in 2023, compared to 22 in 2022. While the total number of shutdowns decreased, the scale, scope, and impact were just as significant. In 2022, Russia repeatedly attacked and attempted to gain control.
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Ukrainian actors also imposed two shutdowns as part of a strategy of resistance against Russia's ongoing occupation. In May 2023, Ukrainian hackers disabled the website of Russian internet service provider Miranda Media. And in October 2023, the Ukraine IT Army confirmed they had temporarily disabled the services of three Russian internet providers operating in Crimea: Miranda Media, Krimtelekom, and MirTelekom.

Meanwhile, Russian authorities continued blocking online platforms both in Russia and the occupied territories of Ukraine in attempts to control the narrative and more effectively spread disinformation and propaganda through official channels. They maintained blocks of X (formerly Twitter), Facebook, and Instagram, and made threats of censorship against other social media platforms, such as YouTube and WhatsApp, to force them to comply with government content moderation directives. For example, both Facebook and Instagram have been blocked since October 2022, when authorities designated their parent company Meta an extremist organization and accused it of “Russiaphobia” for allowing criticism of Russia's invasion of Ukraine to circulate on its platforms. In 2023, Meta was also forced to drop the launch of its WhatsApp Channels in Russia, which would have enabled people to publicly broadcast information to wider audiences on the app, after the country’s federal censorship agency,

In December 2023, Russia launched a cyberattack that caused a service outage at one of Ukraine's biggest telecoms, Kyivstar. This left millions without an internet connection. The shutdown caused ATMs to fail and disrupted the proper functioning of air-raid alert systems. According to Ukrainian officials, the attack was intended to gather intelligence and cause psychological distress for Ukrainians.

That said, Russia has continued to conduct military attacks that impact communications infrastructure. Throughout 2023, the military launched missiles targeting Ukraine's energy facilities and power grids across the country, resulting in emergency power outages in major metropolitan areas including Kharkiv, Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Zaporizhzhia, Vinnitsya, and Kyiv. The assault caused internet outages that blocked millions of people's access to information during the ongoing invasion.

In occupied Ukrainian territories where Russia has rerouted Ukrainian internet infrastructure to connect to Russian-controlled networks, people may now be less likely to experience full network disruptions. However, Russia-controlled internet also subjects these communities to Russia's ongoing surveillance and censorship, putting them at further risk.

Over Ukraine's telecommunications infrastructure, in occupied Ukrainian territories where Russia has rerouted Ukrainian internet infrastructure to connect to Russian-controlled networks, people may now be less likely to experience full network disruptions. However, Russia-controlled internet also subjects these communities to Russia's ongoing surveillance and censorship, putting them at further risk.

The Record (2023). Russia's 'Silicon Valley' hit by cyberattack; Ukrainian group claims deep access. https://therecord.media/skolkovo-foundation-cyberattack-russia-ukraine
Roskomnadzor, threatened to block WhatsApp entirely if the new feature rolled out.\(^{189}\)

The Putin regime has a history of using threats against platforms to silence the opposition. During parliamentary elections in 2021, the government successfully pressured Google and Apple to block opposition leader Alexei Navalny’s Smart Voting project app from their stores and platforms, reportedly by threatening criminal prosecution and office raids.\(^{190}\) Navalny was arrested that same year, and in 2024, he died in prison amid accusations of murder by the Russian government.\(^{191}\)

In addition to directly blocking platforms, Russian authorities are banning and blocking the tools to bypass these blocks, including virtual private networks (VPNs).\(^{192}\) As of November 2023, Russia had reportedly blocked the domains of eight of the 15 most popular VPN services.\(^{193}\) While authorities officially banned any tools that could be used for circumvention in 2020, they are now going further. As of March 1, 2024, the government has also banned any advertising of these tools.\(^{194}\) That could include sites that provide instructions for accessing VPNs, such as Wikipedia.\(^{195}\)

In early 2024, we have already recorded incidents of Russian authorities disrupting access to mobile internet and social media platforms at night, as well as restricting access to VPNs.\(^{196}\)

---

### Azerbaijan-Armenia conflict

Azerbaijan perpetrated a total of five shutdowns in 2023 in the context of its ongoing territorial dispute with Armenia.\(^{197}\) Of these disruptions, four targeted the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh region and one impacted all of Azerbaijan — all taking place alongside human rights violations and deepening the humanitarian crisis.\(^{198}\)

---
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---
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The Nagorno-Karabakh crisis

People in the Nagorno-Karabakh region had already been suffering under a worsening humanitarian crisis since December 2022, when Azerbaijani troops blockaded the Lachin corridor, completely cutting off the only road connecting Nagorno-Karabakh to Armenia.199 UN experts raised the alarm, emphasizing that the blockade had resulted in “acute shortages of food staples, medication, and hygiene products, impacted the functioning of medical and educational institutions, and placed the lives of the residents — especially children, persons with disabilities, older persons, pregnant women, and the sick — at significant risk.”200 On January 12, 2023, after more than a month of the blockade, an internet disruption only made the situation more dire, raising concerns that people would be unable to contact emergency services and underscore the importance of ensuring connectivity during crisis and conflict.201

On September 19, 2023, Azerbaijan launched its so-called “anti-terrorist” operation, attacking Armenian forces in Nagorno-Karabakh and re-taking control of the territory. At least 200 people, including civilians and children, were reportedly killed, and over 400 others were wounded.202 The offensive resulted in almost all ethnic Armenians — a population of about 120,000 — fleeing Nagorno-Karabakh.203 As Azerbaijan started its offensive, authorities throttled internet access in Karabakh’s Fuzuli district and cut access to TikTok for the entire country, both to restrict the flow of information.204 Both disruptions lasted for more than a month.205 On September 20, Azerbaijani authorities also cut off mobile and internet access in Stepanakert City amid heavy bombardment.206 Karabakh residents reported disruptions in several other districts, which we were unable to conclusively confirm.207

Both parties in the conflict have used platform blocking in attempts to control the narrative. Alarmingly, they have also defended the use of internet shutdowns during conflict. In September 2022, Azerbaijan and Armenia each blocked TikTok.208 When civil society challenged Armenia’s TikTok ban, the chief of staff at the National Security Service Director’s office defended the government’s actions, claiming that a legal provision granting the power to “oversee information security matters” should be reviewed in the interests of the country.2089770
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provides the authority to impose such blocks. The Armenian government is also seeking to legitimize shutdowns in the future by amending the existing law.

Central Asia

It was not only conflict that sparked shutdowns in the EECA region in 2023. Governments in Central Asia continued using them in efforts to curb dissent. Authorities across Central Asia used shutdowns to crack down on a wave of protests in 2022. Repressive measures led to more limited protests activity in 2023, and therefore an overall drop in the number of shutdowns in the region, but the problem persists and authorities have not demonstrated a willingness to reform.

In Kazakhstan, for example, after tens of thousands took to the streets in 2022, authorities deployed a relentless campaign against activists and community organizers, making it nearly impossible to organize public demonstrations without facing serious repercussions. At local rallies and events dedicated to the anniversary of the 2022 protests, community members reported the suspected use of signal jammers, indicating authorities’ continued willingness to use disruptions to silence people.

In Turkmenistan, authorities continued to block major social media platforms and VPNs as a measure of control. They also shut down internet access across the country for several days in June 2023 during the launch of a new city named in honor of Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov, who had ended a 16-year presidential term after handing the role over to his son.
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Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)
Regional overview in 2023

Cuba: 1
Brazil: 1
Suriname: 1
Venezuela: 1

In Latin America and the Caribbean, we documented four shutdowns in four countries in 2023 — the highest number of countries to impose shutdowns in the region in a single year on record. While the total is low compared to other regions, we are alarmed to see more countries disrupting access year after year and yet another new offender emerge.

Since joining the offenders list in 2020, Cuba has imposed at least one shutdown every year, including in 2023. These disruptions have been part of an intensifying crackdown on dissent and freedom of assembly, which has included attacks on press freedom and tightening control of online spaces. In May 2023, hundreds of Cubans reported internet outages throughout the country after mass demonstrations erupted in the Guantanamo municipality of Caimanera with shouts of “freedom,” and protesters were met with police brutality.

Suriname is the first country in the region to join the shame list as a new offender since Cuba in 2020. In February 2023, authorities responded to mass protests in the capital, Paramaribo, and calls for the president and vice president to resign by imposing a 12-hour curfew and disrupting access to social media platforms across the country. An International Monetary Fund (IMF) rescue plan pushing for reduced spending led the government to take drastic economic measures, like removing subsidies on electricity and fuel. These policies made an already dire economic situation even worse for people suffering under extreme price hikes and currency devaluation in a country where the majority of the population live on a
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minimum wage of 57 cents per hour. Cutting people off from channels to organize, express dissent, and access crucial information only makes matters worse.

In Venezuela, authorities returned to old patterns of imposing internet shutdowns during critical national events, including elections and protests. In October 2023, there were widespread reports of internet disruptions in several areas in Caracas coinciding with primary voting for opposition candidates. Although the government claimed the disruptions were due to power outages, the timing aligns with patterns of past disruptions, and the government has since taken repeated steps to undermine the election process. A Supreme Court ruling suspended the primary process and disqualified the winning opposition candidate from running against President Nicolás Maduro. The court also ordered the opposition to submit all voter registrations to the electoral commission for investigation, raising serious concerns about future retaliation against opposition supporters and further irregularities in the presidential election scheduled for July 2024.
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In 2023, people across the MENA region faced an onslaught of violence and upheaval, including the outbreak of conflict between competing military factions in Sudan and Israel's war in Gaza following the Hamas attack on October 7. The region also saw devastating natural disasters in Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Türkiye and a continued crackdown on protesters and women in Iran. Amid these tumultuous and tragic developments that have resulted in some of the worst humanitarian crises in recent history — including tens of thousands of deaths, famine, and displacement of millions across the region — authorities tightened control over the flow of information, causing further havoc and suffering.

In 2023, Access Now and the #KeepItOn coalition documented 77 shutdowns in 15 countries — the highest annual number of both shutdown incidents and perpetrators on record in the region since 2016. In 2022, we documented 44 shutdowns in 15 countries. Iran, which is known for its repressive tactics, accounted for 34 shutdowns in 2023, most of which targeted protesters. Israel perpetrated all 16 shutdowns recorded in Palestine as part of its attack on the Gaza Strip.

The increasing deployment of internet shutdowns during armed conflicts, continued use of shutdowns during exams, and targeting of vulnerable groups in the MENA region in the past few years is alarming and must be condemned by all actors.
Palestine

Since Hamas attacked Israel on October 7, 2023, the Israeli military has committed unspeakable horrors against Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. As we write, the official death toll exceeding 30,000 people is still climbing daily as thousands more remain missing under the rubble. Israeli authorities have systematically impeded entry of humanitarian aid, including food, water, and healthcare, while destroying all essential civilian infrastructure in the Gaza Strip, including telecommunications, hospitals, and schools. Israel’s incessant disruption of humanitarian and emergency aid in Gaza is severely limiting people’s access to food, spurring the World Health Organization (WHO) to warn of looming famine and starvation that put children especially at risk.

UN human rights experts have issued stark warnings about the potential genocide in the Gaza Strip, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) has ordered Israel to respect and uphold its binding obligations to prevent genocide, and the UN Security Council has passed a resolution calling for a “lasting sustainable ceasefire.” Access Now supports this call.

Since the start of the war, Israeli authorities have weaponized internet shutdowns through a range of tactics, including imposing intermittent communications blackouts coinciding with intense bombing and shelling, destroying telecommunications infrastructure, cutting off traffic to individual internet service providers (ISPs), and blocking access to fuel required to power telecommunications services.

Together, these shutdowns have kept people in Gaza almost entirely in the dark and have cut them off from an essential lifeline.

Starting on October 9, at least 15 out of the 19 ISPs in Gaza were facing complete shutdown of their mobile and broadband services, while the remaining four were encountering substantial, though differing, degrees of disruption, affecting millions across the Gaza Strip.

Throughout the rest of the year, and with heavy bombardment continuing and fuel depleting, internet traffic in the Gaza Strip significantly plummeted, with at least eight full communication blackouts for the entirety of the Strip occurring between October and December. Israel has also reportedly targeted repair workers attempting to restore internet access after the destruction. This includes two workers from Palestinian telecom provider Jawwal who were killed when an Israeli missile hit their car on January 13,
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while they were traveling to repair telecommunications infrastructure in Khan Yunis.\textsuperscript{240} These ongoing internet shutdowns deepen the suffering of people in Gaza, and make the work of UN bodies and humanitarian organizations to assist over two million people — 85% of whom are internally displaced, starved, and traumatized — an “impossible mission.”\textsuperscript{241}

While people in Gaza struggled to stay connected and get help, major social media platforms were simultaneously censoring Palestinian and pro-Palestinian voices on their platforms.\textsuperscript{242} Since October 7, advocates have faced increased censorship online.\textsuperscript{243} This censorship has been particularly heavy on Meta-owned platforms Facebook and Instagram, where activists have documented systematic silencing of Palestinian voices through arbitrary content removals, suspension of prominent Palestinian and Palestine-related accounts, restrictions on pro-Palestinian users and content, and shadow-banning.\textsuperscript{244} Through the #StopSilencingPalestine campaign, Access Now and our partners have called on Meta to put an end to its long-standing practice of censoring Palestinian voices and to overhaul its content moderation policies.\textsuperscript{245}

### Sudan

In Sudan, the ongoing conflict between the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) and the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) has taken a devastating toll, claiming at least 12,000 lives by the end of 2023, with the numbers of people killed, injured, and displaced continuing to climb daily.\textsuperscript{246} The tragic situation has led to what experts describe as “one of the world’s worst” humanitarian crises.\textsuperscript{247} Within Sudan, more than nine million people have been forced to flee their homes, with the World Food Program (WFP) warning of an impending hunger crisis of unprecedented proportions.\textsuperscript{248} We recorded at least two shutdowns in 2023 during this conflict, but the impact on telecommunications services has been more far-reaching than has been possible to document and verify under current conditions. Major shutdowns continue in 2024, including a month-long shutdown starting in February,\textsuperscript{249} which impacted the entire country after the RSF reportedly took over telecommunications facilities in Khartoum.\textsuperscript{250}

Sudanese authorities have a long history of using internet shutdowns to curtail fundamental human rights, control the narrative during turmoil, and cover up atrocities. The warring parties in Sudan have weaponized internet shutdowns by instructing telecommunications companies to limit access or by damaging ISP data centers — a tactic to gain control

---
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and impede the free flow of information in areas controlled by opposing factions.\footnote{Ayin network (2024). \textit{Sudan Conflict Monitor} #10. \url{https://3ayin.com/en/scm10/}} When fighting between the ruling SAF and paramilitary groups led by the RSF broke out in Khartoum on April 15, 2023, SAF authorities immediately ordered telecommunications providers to shut down their services nationwide.\footnote{Reuters (2024). \textit{Ethnic killings in one Sudan city left up to 15,000 dead, UN report says.} \url{https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/ethnic-killings-one-sudan-city-left-up-15000-dead-un-report-2024-01-19/}; \textit{OHCHR} (2024). \textit{UN experts alarmed by reported widespread use of rape and sexual violence against women and girls by RSF in Sudan.} \url{https://www.ohchr.org/en/news/press-releases/2023/08/un-experts-alarmed-reported-widespread-use-rape-and-sexual-violence-again}} With hundreds dead and millions trapped in their homes in Khartoum running low on food and water amid the fighting, a tensely negotiated 72-hour ceasefire was set to begin the night of April 24.\footnote{Al Jazeera (2023). \textit{Sudan factions agree to 72-hour ceasefire as foreigners evacuated.} \url{https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/4/24/sudan-factions-agree-to-ceasefire-as-foreigners-evacuated}} In the hours leading up to the ceasefire deadline, yet another nationwide blackout went into place across multiple providers.\footnote{Cloudflare Radar (@cloudflareradar). X post. 11:09 pm. April 23, 2023. \url{https://x.com/CloudflareRadar/status/1650275825126629377}} At the same time, in the city of El Geneina in West Darfur, RSF fighters began escalating attacks on civilians as SAF forces withdrew to their base, leaving the community to fend for themselves.\footnote{Cloudflare Radar (@cloudflareradar). X post. 11:09 pm. April 23, 2023. \url{https://x.com/CloudflareRadar/status/1650275825126629377}} This was the start of a months-long reign of terror claiming at least 10,000 lives, with reports of mass killings, rampant sexual violence, forced labor, and other war crimes and crimes against humanity.\footnote{Al Jazeera (2023). \textit{Sudanese telecom providers block internet services, MTN official says.} \url{https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/4/24/sudanese-telecoms-provider-mtn-blocks-internet-services-mtn-officials-say-idINS8N35NDB8}; \textit{see also} Cloudflare (2023). \textit{Effects of the conflict in Sudan on Internet patterns.} \url{https://blog.cloudflare.com/sudan-armed-conflict-impact-on-the-internet-since-april-15-2023/}} During this period, fighting between RSF and SAF forces caused significant damage to telecommunications infrastructure, contributing to ongoing intermittent blackouts and overall degradation of connectivity.\footnote{Ayin network (2024). \textit{Sudan Conflict Monitor} #10. \url{https://3ayin.com/en/scm10/}} These disruptions severely limited people’s ability to access essential information and to communicate with the world about the crimes being perpetrated. Witness reports also point to a clear strategy by RSF fighters to cover up their attacks on civilians and to prevent documentation, including by confiscating mobile devices during raids on people’s homes and at checkpoints where people were trying to flee the city.\footnote{See supra note 22, supra note 9.} Military actors in Sudan have a long track record of committing heinous crimes against people amid internet blackouts — from the weeks-long shutdown during the infamous Khartoum massacre in June 2019 to at least four disruptions during the #June30March protests demanding return to civilian rule in 2022.\footnote{Access Now (2023). \#IAmTheSudanRevolution: There’s a direct link between internet shutdowns and human rights violations in Sudan. \url{https://www.accessnow.org/sudan-politics-internet/sudanese-telecoms-provider-mtn-blocks-internet-services-mtn-officials-say-idINS8N35NDB8}; \textit{see also} Cloudflare (2023). \textit{Effects of the conflict in Sudan on Internet patterns.} \url{https://blog.cloudflare.com/sudan-armed-conflict-impact-on-the-internet-since-april-15-2023/}} People in Sudan have been subjected to internet shutdowns every year since 2018, and 2024 has proven no exception. Both the RSF and SAF have continued to weaponize internet shutdowns during the ongoing conflict, worsening the suffering of millions who were cut off from the world once again.\footnote{Access Now (2023). \#IAmTheSudanRevolution: There’s a direct link between internet shutdowns and human rights violations in Sudan. \url{https://www.accessnow.org/sudan-politics-internet/sudanese-telecoms-provider-mtn-blocks-internet-services-mtn-officials-say-idINS8N35NDB8}; \textit{see also} Cloudflare (2023). \textit{Effects of the conflict in Sudan on Internet patterns.} \url{https://blog.cloudflare.com/sudan-armed-conflict-impact-on-the-internet-since-april-15-2023/}}

### Iran

censored national intranet, to restricting mobile access and blocking social media and messaging platforms. In 2023, this authoritarian approach reached its peak during protests and crackdowns on ethnic minorities, with at least 28 shutdowns coinciding with weekly protests during Friday prayers in vvv and Baluchistan.

Throughout 2023, Iranian authorities maintained long-standing blocks of specific apps and services, such as Signal, which has been restricted since January 2021, and WhatsApp, Instagram, Skype, LinkedIn, and Viber, all of which have been restricted since 2022. Iranians rely heavily on the internet and these platforms for organizing protests, communicating, and sharing important information. Iran has also expanded its use of internet shutdowns in other contexts. In January 2023, authorities disrupted local internet access during university admission exams in an attempt to prevent leaking of exam questions and other forms of cheating. This caused significant disruption, negatively impacting businesses and people residing in those areas. Authorities also cut internet access in Kurdistan in November, aligning with Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi’s visit.

Shut downs during exams

Authorities in the MENA region have clung to using internet shutdowns as a method to stop cheating during exams, which has proven to be disproportionate, draconian, and a violation of human rights. Not only do these shutdowns disrupt businesses, banking, emergency services, and people’s daily lives, they have failed to stop cheating or leaking of exam questions. Our monitoring underscores the need for governments and educational leaders to identify measures to address cheating that do not have broad negative impacts for entire populations. The governments of Iraq, Syria, Algeria, and Iran imposed a total of 10 shutdowns during exams in 2023.

---
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Iraqi officials ignored the public outcry against the use of shutdowns during exams, disrupting internet access on six occasions during academic exams in February, June, July, August (including platform blocks), and much of September. This resulted in 58 total exam periods where the internet was shut down, with seven affecting Kurdistan alone, eight impacting all states except Kurdistan, and 43 impacting the entire country. Iraq’s Ministry of Education persisted in requesting the shutdowns despite the Ministry of Communication’s initial commitment to ensure open and secure internet access throughout the exam period, and ultimately got its request fulfilled, failing the test for respecting human rights.

Authorities in Syria disrupted internet access on two occasions during exams, while Algerian and Iranian authorities each perpetrated one exam shutdown. Syria, which has a long history of imposing exam-related shutdowns, enforced nationwide internet blackouts on June 25 and 26, imposing a three-and-a-half-hour blackout each day. The government of Algeria flipped the kill switch for five consecutive days during national exams on June 11–15. And as we note above, Iranian authorities cut access for university exams in January, but officials in the Ministry of Information and Communications Technology were reportedly able to prevent additional disruptions during the July exam period.

Authorities in Jordan began blocking access to Grindr for the first time, as one of their three shutdowns in

Platform blocks and other events

In 2023, nine countries across MENA — Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Türkiye, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) — continued to block access to digital communications platforms that facilitate people’s access to information and discourse on national issues. Grindr, a social networking app for gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer people, is blocked in eight countries. Seven of these blocks have been ongoing for years (Iran, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Türkiye, UAE) and were retroactively added to our STOP dataset in 2023.

Authorities in Jordan and Mauritania, which have imposed exam shutdowns in the past, seem to be departing from such restrictive measures and showing a commitment to finding alternatives that respect people’s rights. Access Now, the Internet Society, and SMEX began the #NoExamShutdown campaign in 2023 to encourage more of these countries to do the same, and in 2024, we will continue to advocate for an end to exam-related shutdowns across the MENA region and beyond.
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2023, expanding the list of social media apps banned in the country, which includes TikTok and Clubhouse. The blocking of Grindr came as part of a wave of attacks — including calls to criminalize homosexual activity by the country’s conservative parliamentarians — against the country’s LGBTQ+ community. In recent times, Jordan has seen a hike in the level of hate speech and threats against members of the LGBTQ+ community and its supporters on social media sites.

Authorities in Jordan also continue to block VPNs, a practice that has been ongoing for years. Many widely used VPN services and servers remain inaccessible, and further restrictions have been imposed under Jordan’s new cybercrime law passed in 2023. Article 12 of the law stipulates penalties for IP address circumvention, making it more risky for people to use tools that allow them to bypass blocking, such as VPNs, proxies, and Tor. This comes at a time when Jordan is blocking more websites, such as the satirical news website AlHudood, which has been blocked since June 2023.

When southern and central Türkiye and northern and western Syria were hit by series of earthquakes on February 6, 2023, which killed over 55,000 people, authorities in Türkiye began blocking access to social media platform X (formerly Twitter), thereby denying people access to critical information regarding relief or humanitarian assistance. In an unrelated incident, just a few months later, in the lead-up to Türkiye’s 2023 national elections, authorities issued threats of throttling against platforms for non-compliance with content removal demands. X publicly disclosed that Turkish authorities singled it out as the only platform not complying with removal requests, influencing X’s decision to take action on the content.

In September in Libya, access to the internet was disrupted for at least 42 hours following the flooding disaster in Derna, one of the cities hit hardest by floods that claimed at least 11,300 lives and displaced 43,000 others. Although the government said the internet disruption was a result of cut fiber optic cables, the shutdown occurred amid large protests demanding answers about the catastrophic flood and burst dams, and while authorities reportedly asked journalists to leave the city during these protests. Internet access was restored on September 19, following a wave of criticism against the government. The incident only underscores the value of the internet and digital platforms as a critical lifeline for people to access information during crises.
V. Fighting back in 2023: growth, support, solidarity, and resilience

With governments increasingly wielding internet shutdowns during active conflict to cover up heinous crimes against humanity, silence their critics, and marginalize and oppress people, the fight against internet shutdowns is more important than ever. Through collaboration, solidarity, awareness raising, and resilience to authoritarian regimes, the #KeepItOn coalition continues to fight internet shutdowns across all corners of the world.

With a membership of over 334 organizations across at least 106 countries worldwide, our movement to push back against internet shutdowns and digital repression keeps growing stronger. The coalition is made up of a diverse community of advocates and experts, working together to prevent, document, and circumvent shutdowns, and to hold perpetrators to account. In particular, our relationship with the internet shutdowns measurement community — which provides technical evidence on disruptions — has expanded, enabling us to more rapidly detect, verify, gather evidence, and report on shutdowns happening around the world. We also made important strides in our efforts to galvanize support from governments, private companies, grassroots groups, academia, and the international community. All these efforts by diverse actors continue to demonstrate the importance of collaboration and coordination at the core of the growth of the #KeepItOn campaign. The following are just some examples of areas where we advanced our collective efforts in 2023:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaigns</th>
<th>#KeepItOn Election Watch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Since its launch in 2016, the #KeepItOn coalition has actively monitored high-risk elections. In 2023, Access Now and the #KeepItOn coalition identified 18 countries at risk and mobilized three governments to make proactive commitments to ensure unhindered access to internet and telecommunications services during elections. We also galvanized support from the 39 governments in the Freedom Online Coalition, which issued a statement denouncing election shutdowns and urging governments to stop imposing them. Together with partners, we are continuing to monitor elections for shutdowns in 2024, a super election year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| #NoExamShutdown                   | In 2023, we launched a dedicated campaign jointly with our partners SMEX and the Internet Society to increase momentum in advocating against exam-related shutdowns, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa region. Through the #NoExamShutdown campaign, we seek to mobilize efforts to prevent such shutdowns, and to effectively engage with governments to find alternative, rights-respecting solutions to prevent exam cheating. |

| Shutdown Impact Stories Project   | The impact of internet shutdowns on people and communities is unquantifiable. Through this project we continue to amplify the voices of victims and document the dangers of shutdowns and the repercussions for people’s health and safety, education, and business. Over the years, we have gathered stories from around the world, including Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Iran, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, and Uganda. |
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### Measurement Tools

In 2023, the Open Observatory of Network Interference (OONI) launched new OONI Explorer features for investigating internet shutdowns which integrated data from Internet Outage Detection and Analysis (IODA), Cloudflare Radar, and Google traffic data to enable people to more easily track and identify internet connectivity disruptions based on signals from various datasets. OONI also produced an outreach toolkit that was localized in five languages, making its measurement tools more accessible to more people, and added a feedback mechanism to improve the quality of OONI data.\(^{298}\)

Since 2021, the IT service management firm Cloudflare has facilitated evidence-gathering for tracking of shutdowns globally. In 2023, they added a notifications feature to Cloudflare Radar, enabling anyone to get automatic notifications about confirmed outages (including shutdowns) and observed traffic anomalies (which can indicate a shutdown). The company also began to provide the public with direct updates on shutdowns using various digital platforms.\(^{299}\)

In 2023, IODA conducted applied research on the technical and political signatures of shutdowns to help those monitoring disruptions better distinguish between a government-ordered internet shutdown and other outages.\(^{300}\) This research sets a foundation for more effective monitoring and potential predictive analytics. IODA also improved the usefulness of its outage data by grading and color-coding shutdowns according to severity, now visible on its country and region outage maps.\(^{301}\) Finally, the project developed new functionality to help researchers analyze shutdown signals and share IODA outage data and visualizations, improving people's capacity to verify, confirm, and advocate against shutdowns.

### Circumvention Tools

Responding to the increasing crackdown on the use of virtual private networks (VPNs) and circumvention tools around the world, the Tor Project improved its censorship-resistant infrastructure by expanding its toolkit. The project introduced the Webtunnel and Conjure, tools to make it more difficult for censors to spy on website traffic or block "phantom" proxies without incurring significant collateral damage. They also updated the Tor Browser to make it easier for people to connect to bridges and keep their connection to the Tor network hidden. In addition to making its tools more user-friendly, Tor has closely collaborated with people and communities impacted by shutdowns and censorship to collect and share real-time, localized information on how to bypass censorship, translating the content into languages including Arabic, Swahili, and Chinese to enhance rapid response.\(^{302}\)

---


### Legal Advocacy

Civil society continues to find success challenging the legality of shutdowns imposed by governments across the globe.

In 2023, Media Defence, together with local organizations, won a case against the government of Guinea at the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Community Court of Justice for imposing internet shutdowns in the country during protests in 2020 and 2021.303 This is the third time the ECOWAS Court has ruled against states imposing internet shutdowns and declared the disruptions unlawful, following successful challenges to shutdowns in Togo in 2020 and Nigeria in 2022.304 There are also pending cases against the government of Senegal at the ECOWAS Court, following Senegal’s decision to shut down mobile internet access on several occasions in 2023 to quell protests.305

Cases filed by the Coalition against Internet Shutdowns in Kazakhstan are pending against three telcos in the district courts of Almaty, challenging the January 2022 shutdowns in the country.306

In addition, courts in India and Pakistan have denounced the use of shutdowns and, in some instances, demanded an end to ongoing disruptions.307

Although these legal challenges and rulings have not brought an end to the use of shutdowns, they reinforce the norm that shutdowns violate international law, and serve as important legal precedents for Access Now, the #KeepItOn coalition, and our partners to continue pushing back against shutdowns in courts.

### Coalition Resources and Capacity Building

Since its launch in 2022, the **Advocacy Assembly Shutdown Academy** has supported the global fight against shutdowns by empowering people with the skills, tools, and resources to join the battle.308 The academy launched 10 courses on shutdowns and created a mentorship program to train people and communities impacted by or interested in learning about internet shutdowns.309 They made courses available in English, French, Spanish, Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, and Swahili.

---
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VI. Recommendations for stakeholders

The findings of this report underscore that all stakeholders must act urgently to halt the growing weaponization of internet shutdowns and work together to address their devastating impact on human rights.

In 2023, people were targeted with an unprecedented number of conflict-related shutdowns. The international community has not responded consistently from one conflict to another, and has generally failed to sustain efforts to help people who have been deliberately cut off from the world and are in dire need of emergency and humanitarian assistance. To address the use of shutdowns in conflict-affected areas, we call on all stakeholders to take the following actions:

- **Parties to these conflicts should:**
  - Immediately cease the indiscriminate targeting of civilian objects, including medical, energy, and telecommunications infrastructure; more broadly, halt the indiscriminate use of explosive weapons in populated areas; and abstain from these practices going forward;
  - Ensure that the civilian population has access to accessible, reliable, open, and secure telecommunications infrastructure, enabling them to receive early warnings, communicate with humanitarian services and their loved ones, and otherwise exercise their fundamental human rights;
  - Lift any blockades on and boost access to fuel, electricity, and other vital resources for civilian purposes, including powering essential infrastructure such as civilian cell towers; and
  - Allow freedom of movement and safe passage to service providers working to repair damaged or malfunctioning telecommunications infrastructure.

- **States should:**
  - Create, sustain, and protect digital mediation and cyber peacebuilding efforts, investing in civil society capacity to help reduce disruptions and ensure lasting resolutions;
  - Ensure no military aid or other forms of assistance are used to enable digital repression, targeting of civilian infrastructure, or other humanitarian or human rights abuses;
  - Strengthen language across UN resolutions to prioritize open, secure, stable, interoperable, and affordable telecommunications and internet connectivity as an essential service and foundation to ensure the continuation of critical services; and
  - Take action individually and collectively, including through networks such as the Freedom Online Coalition (FOC), to urgently call out specific perpetrators of conflict-related shutdowns.

- **Private actors should:**
  - Adopt policies and practices that identify, assess, and address the heightened human rights risks inherent in conflict-affected and high-risk areas, including in connectivity management, data integrity, and content governance, and even before a conflict occurs;
  - Clearly communicate to users any limitations, restrictions, or changes to service they may experience and provide regular updates on system status;
  - Preserve adequate documentation of any orders received to disrupt civilian telecommunications services or communications platforms, in particular where it may provide supporting evidence in trial against authorities for international crimes; and

---
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• For investors and financial institutions linked to businesses operating in the impacted area, hold these businesses accountable for full transparency on their business conduct and the above requirements.

International actors should:

• Provide technical resources, support, and assistance in rebuilding damaged communications infrastructure in a manner that is resistant and resilient to disruption;

• Ensure the timely and continued provision of shutdowns-resilient telecommunications equipment, personnel, and standards through bodies like the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSMA), and Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC), not only for the humanitarian community but for the entire affected population;

• Recognize and fund solutions for alternative access to the internet and other communication channels as critical tools for protecting lives and fundamental human rights, and establish and commit resources for coordinated action plans to provide people in high-risk areas with alternative access to telecommunication services;

• Seek accountability through the International Court of Justice (ICJ), International Criminal Court (ICC), and other relevant courts, and ensure jurists consider the role of internet shutdowns and other digital rights violations in the investigation of international crimes; and

• Ensure that UN-led investigations into ongoing conflicts include adequate reporting on digital rights violations, including internet shutdowns.

Internet shutdowns continue to pose a persistent threat to communities at risk around the world in moments when access to information is vital, from elections to protests to natural disasters. In all contexts, we call on stakeholders to take up the following recommendations:

All states should:

• Adopt legislation that clearly prohibits disruptions to ICT networks and digital communication platforms, in accordance with international human rights standards;

• Unequivocally reject any proposals to ban digital platforms people rely on to exercise free expression, free assembly, and other fundamental rights;

• When addressing issues such as public safety or the spread of harmful content online, refrain from resorting to disproportionate tactics like internet shutdowns that further exacerbate harm, and instead consult with civil society and other stakeholders to develop effective and rights-respecting policy solutions;

• Leverage all appropriate diplomatic channels to sustain continuous, consistent pressure on authorities globally to lift ongoing shutdowns and to discourage additional offenses going forward; and

• Push tech and telecom companies to uphold human rights and hold them accountable when they fail to provide effective remedy for violations.

Authorities currently imposing internet shutdowns should:

• Immediately and unequivocally remove all restrictions to accessing ICT services and online communications platforms.

In particular, the top repeating and emerging offenders named above in this report should:
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• Engage in a process of open, meaningful consultation with civil society and other stakeholders to establish alternative strategies and strengthen safeguards for human rights;
• Implement effective independent oversight mechanisms to protect human rights and begin the process of rebuilding trust between authorities and communities who have experienced repeated harm from internet shutdowns and other abuses; and
• Establish and uphold clear mechanisms for remedy and redress for victims of past human rights violations.

To countries that have previously implemented shutdowns but have since discontinued the practice, we applaud your change of course and encourage you to:
• Make public commitments to #KeepItOn going forward, including through adoption of binding policies to prevent the use of internet shutdowns at all levels; and
• Document and share learnings about the importance of leaving the practice behind and promoting reliable, affordable, open, and secure internet access.

Private sector actors should:
• Address internet shutdowns in human rights policies, anticipate risks through due-diligence processes, and adopt mitigation and transparency measures;
• Explore all lawful measures to challenge the implementation of disruptions, and ensure the maximum level of transparency in management of such events;
• Include a commitment to preventing and mitigating adverse human rights impacts in the context of internet shutdowns in public human rights policy statements, and establish operational policies and procedures adequately prepared for responding to shutdown requests, even in high-pressure situations;
• Preserve and facilitate the transmission of crucial evidence of potential human rights violations, including any attacks impacting personnel;
• Comply with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and OECD Guidelines to avoid causing or contributing to human rights violations when responding to requests to shut down the internet;316
• Ensure full understanding of the human rights impact of all sanctions compliance decisions, and avoid over-compliance, which may inadvertently undermine the rights of the most vulnerable users;317
• Share detailed information with civil society and other accountability partners when facing threatened or actual disruptions to services, including reasons provided by authorities;
• For social media and other communications platforms, take heed of the connection between content governance failures and increasing platform blocks, and strengthen policies and practices accordingly with guidance from civil society and impacted communities;318
• Support collective efforts to prevent, document, and circumvent shutdowns by sharing traffic measurement and other relevant data with the #KeepItOn coalition and other stakeholders; and
• Facilitate the export, transfer, and activation of secure connectivity technologies, including alternatives to traditional telecommunications infrastructure, such as mesh networking or satellite internet, as safe and appropriate and in coordination with local actors.

International organizations should:

- Identify and isolate the core group of repeat offenders, holding them accountable for violating international law using all diplomatic, economic, and legal measures available;
- Strengthen norms through continuing resolutions at all levels of the UN system, including the UN Security Council, as well as international and regional treaty bodies;
- Enforce existing resolutions on internet shutdowns to the greatest extent possible;
- For international courts and treaty bodies, where relevant, include shutdowns in evaluation of cases and allow individual and collective claims for redress; and
- Consider the digital dimension of threats, harm, and violence in developing the Draft articles on Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Humanity under discussion at the United Nations General Assembly Sixth Committee.  

Civil society should:

- Join the #KeepItOn coalition;
- Reach out to the #KeepItOn coalition for support from the network in your advocacy against internet shutdowns;
- Continue to collaborate in investigations, including through witness and victim support, and digital evidence collection and preservation, and include the digital dimension of harm when documenting human rights violations;
- Reach out to Access Now’s Digital Security Helpline for direct assistance with digital safety or circumventing shutdowns; and
- Consider sharing shutdown impact stories with the #KeepItOn coalition to strengthen advocacy against shutdowns.


VII. Join us

As our coalition continues to grow and diversify, so will our capacity to turn the tide against the use of internet shutdowns as a tool for violence, authoritarianism, and oppression around the world. If you’d like to join us, we encourage you to reach out. All stakeholders are welcome as we work together to ensure shutdowns become a thing of the past.

CONTACT
For questions and more information, please visit: https://www.accessnow.org/keepiton/

OR REACH OUT TO:

Felicia Anthonio
#KeepItOn Campaign Manager, Access Now
felicia@accessnow.org

Zach Rosson
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